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▸ TheHive & its Main Features  

▸ Cortex & its Main Features 

▸ Additional Definitions & Concepts 

▸ Sharing 

▸ A Typical Integration 

▸ Clustering 

▸ Going Further 

▸ It’s Your Turn!

AGENDA



THEHIVE



▸ SIRP / SOAR 

▸ Collaborate in real-time 

▸ Handle & respond to incidents 

▸ Perform forensics analysis 

▸ Organise, structure and archive incidents 

▸ Corelate & merge incidents 

▸ Gather & share IOCs with communities (using the native MISP 
integration)
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▸ Custom case templates: incident workflows 

▸ Augment your processes with metrics & custom fields 

▸ Generate fully customisable dashboards: track activity, follow KPIs… 

▸ Feeders: get alerts from MISP, CTI providers, SIEM, emails, … 

▸ Triage & merge alerts 

▸ Find similarities across cases & alerts 

▸ Define observables as IOCs and/or sighted  

▸ Audit trails 

▸ REST API  

▸ Webhook support



CORTEX



▸ Observable analysis & active response engine 

▸ Analyze using the Web UI or through the REST API 

▸ Respond & take action 

▸ Use Python (or other languages supported by Linux) to write your 
own 

▸ TheHive can leverage multiple Cortex instances 

▸ Use MISP for additional analysis possibilities

120+ 
ANALYZERS



▸ Multi-tenancy: Manage users and groups (organisations) 

▸ Adjust TLP & PAP (Permissible Actions Protocol) 

▸ Jobs history 

▸ Cache jobs & reports 

▸ Custom rate limiting for each analyzer 

▸ Can use Docker to run analyzers and responders



ADDITIONAL CONCEPTS



▸ Gather information from an external service 

▸ Mail server 

▸ CTI provider 

▸ SIEM … 

▸ Process data and format for TheHive 

▸ TheHive uses Markdown text formatting  

▸ Import data as Case or Alert

FEEDERS



▸ Automatic action triggered by an event 

▸ TheHive can send all events to an external application 

▸ This application can trigger actions on specific events 

▸ Ex:  

▸ Create a ticket when a specific tag is added to a Case 

▸ Run Analyzers X and Y on an observables when the Alert is 
converted as a Case

WEBHOOKS



▸ Metric: numerical information 

▸ Ex: number of malicious emails that were delivered 

▸ Custom Field: additional information, useful for giving more 
context 

▸ Ex: targeted Business Unit 

▸ Case Template: workflow of tasks and default metadata (playbook) 

▸ Can contain metrics and custom fields 

▸ Create a case from a template 

▸ Import an alert and apply a template

METRICS, CUSTOM FIELDS, CASE TEMPLATES



▸ Programs for processing observables and delivering reports 

▸ Input: observable + metadata 

▸ Output:  

▸ Summary report 

▸ Long report 

▸ Observables (optional) 

▸ Ex: get the VirusTotal report for a given hash/file

ANALYZERS



▸ Programs to take action at the Alert, Case, Task, Log or Observable level 

▸ Input: data and metadata 

▸ Output:  

▸   Operations : ex: “Add tag in case”, “Add tag in Observables” 

▸ Mostly customer-specific 

▸ Ex.  

▸ Block a set of malicious URLs  

▸ Reply to a user notification

RESPONDERS

FailureSuccess
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ONTO ANALYSIS
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SHARING



▸ TheHive only shares observables that are IOCs 

▸ Prepare your case and identify observables that are IOCs 

▸       Share the case 

▸ TheHive creates a new MISP event or extends an existing one 

▸ Title of the case is exported as title of event in MISP 

▸ IOCs in TheHive are exported as attributes in MISP 

▸ TheHive does not publish the freshly created event

GET THE CASE READY



▸ Connect to MISP & review the new event 

▸ Update the title & associated metadata 

▸ Review the attributes & their datatypes  

▸ Enrich with context, tags, taxonomies 

▸ Identify distribution lists (communities, sharing groups) 

▸ Publish

ENRICH BEFORE PUBLISHING



A TYPICAL INTEGRATION
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CLUSTERING
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GOING FURTHER



▸ TheHive4py, a REST API Python lib 

▸ Webhooks 

▸ Feeders: Zerofox2TH, DigitalShadows2TH, FireEye2TH … 

▸ Training VM  

▸ Analysis Information Leak Framework by CIRCL with support for 
TheHive alert creation

RELATED TOOLS

https://github.com/TheHive-Project/TheHive4py
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/TheHiveHooks
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/Zerofox2TH
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/DigitalShadows2TH
https://github.com/LDO-CERT/FireEye2TH
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/TheHiveDocs/blob/master/training-material.md
https://github.com/CIRCL/AIL-framework


▸ Cortex4py, a REST API Python lib 

▸ Analyzers and Responders 

▸ Cortexutils, a Python lib that facilitates analyzer & responder 
development

RELATED TOOLS

https://github.com/TheHive-Project/Cortex4py
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/Cortex-Analyzers
https://github.com/TheHive-Project/cortexutils


 IT’S YOUR TURN!



VM on your laptopGet it from one of 
the USB sticks 

distributed by your 
friendly bees

Boot it & type in 
your browser: 

http://VM_IP:9000

If you are using 
Virtualbox, you will need 

to map the VM’s port 9000 
to localhost

username: admin 
password: thehive1234

Cloud instance 
already integrated  

with your VM
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VERY IMPORTANT 

Once you have logged in to 
the Web UI of TheHive, create 
a user with read, write, admin 

roles and note it on the 
circulated sheet 

Use this new admin user from 
now on 

It will have an important role

http://vm_ip:9000


▸ Your workshop VM contains two alerts that need to be investigated 

▸ Import the first alert (ALERT1). This will create a case with the observables 
from the alert 

▸ Try to come up with a workflow and create tasks as you go to investigate 

▸ Leverage Cortex analyzers and decide whether it is a true incident or not 

▸ If it is a true incident: 

▸ Take action using Cortex responders 

▸ Tidy up your observables, mark those that you think are IOCs 

▸ Export your case to MISP 

▸ Complete all the tasks and close your case

2 ALERTS TO INVESTIGATE



▸ Before importing ALERT2, preview it & decide what would be the best workflow to 
deal with similar alerts 

▸ Create a case template corresponding to that workflow 

▸ Make sure that each task you create in the template is well defined (add a 
description to remember what needs to be done) 

▸ Hint: think of the SANS 6 steps incident response process 

▸ Now import the alert as a case using the case template you’ve created 

▸  Leverage Cortex analyzers and decide whether it is a true incident or not 

▸ If it is a true incident: 

▸ Take action using Cortex responders 

▸ Tidy up your observables, mark those that you think are IOCs 

▸ Export your case to MISP

TIME TO INVESTIGATE ALERT2



https://thehive-project.org

https://thehive-project.org

